Thanksgiving, 2011
Dear Fellow Seekers of the Law of One,
Jim and I write you to let you know that we are in an unusually difficult financial state. We
depend a great deal on your donations and for each of you, your costs have blossomed this
year which means that you have less money to choose to donate.
However, our beloved L/L Research is perilously close to a zero-balance bank account. Usually, we offer several
meetings per year to support our seekers, along with a personal counseling and channeling service I offer, and that
accounts for a good amount of our non-profit income. Unfortunately, with me still very ill and unable to offer
channeling or teaching, that source of revenue has dried up.
We know you understand what we are all about. We have no desire to put money in our jeans. Gary, our Central
Processing Unit, continues to coordinate an increasingly complex operation while being available for seekers’ needs via
email. Bills for developing Avalon Farm, for the farm caretaker fee and bookkeeping fee continue. The need for
reprinting older books and all of the costs of doing business have continued for us. So we need to seek your assistance
with the funds to pay our small but dedicated staff, and to do business.
And so we come to you with a heartfelt plea to offer whatever cash you can afford at this time. We need to create $60K
in order to pay our current bills and see us through the first half of 2012. We hope that you can help us and ask for you
prayerfully to consider what you can add to our collaborative effort to help serve as one voice among many speaking of
love and light, unity and joy.
L/L Research went into business officially in 1980 when Jim McCarty joined Don Elkins and me. For the first quarter
century of our corporate existence, we had no bookkeeper except Jim, who never once balanced the books! And guess
who donated the most year after year? Jim and me. Then one day our growth took off. People began writing in and
needing more and more information. Our only desire is to collaborate with you to make that information available for
those who might find it helpful. Jim and I are standing in the middle of our “new success” scratching our heads and
wondering just how to pay the bills. We need your help, not simply to finance a building but to share the information
of love and light that is in the Law of One. Please help us!
We still are very active in many ways, not just waiting for me to get better. The archive web site, LLResearch.org,
continually adds to its resources as my older interviews and other transcripts are typed, and translations are added. The
Bring4th web site offers constant support with its forums, blogs, and conversation abilities. A book which Carla cochanneled with Barbara Brodsky, The Aaron/Q’uo Dialogues, is scheduled to be released in early December. Our
Light/Lines Newsletter continues to be published quarterly and, thanks to volunteer, Lorena, prisoners around the world
have their own Law of One periodical, the LOOP (Law of One Prisoners’) Newsletter – among other services. Together
our hearts are making an ever growing dome of light to support the changes that are upon us. Please consider lending a
helping hand.
We have brought our plants inside for their winter’s sojourn. Our leaves are nearly finished in their annual life cycle as
another year has spiraled up through our senses. We hope that you are having the best of all possible autumns and we
send each and every one of you our love and thanks for all that you are doing to live the Law of One.
In Love/Light,
Carla for L/L Research – Jim, Gary, Roman, Ian, Steve, Melissa, Monica, Lorena, Renee, Aaron, Pam, & Kelli
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